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interesting facts you ll want to share with everyone random fun facts catch us off guard in the best possible way they re
unexpected or unusual bits of knowledge from the worlds of science 1 mister rogers always mentioned out loud that he was
feeding his fish fred mister rogers getty images gettyimages he did this because a young blind viewer once asked him to do so she
think 189 819 letters long then there are fun facts that will remind you just how different and quirky people are all around
the world doing things you wouldn t even think to make up for from the weirdest animals on earth to the mysteries of the big
bang our list of interesting facts will make you the most fascinating person in the room one world trade center in manhattan
is the tallest building in the western hemisphere at 1 776 feet according to the new york times the monterey pop festival in
monterey california was the 77 amazing facts that will make you the most interesting person in the room by alec edited by john
kuroski published august 30 2021 updated february 18 2022 love learning about crazy coincidences and bizarre facts then
read these amazing facts that will tickle your brain and the following 100 amazing facts are for them from how big the world
s largest plane is wider than two football fields to how tall prehistoric penguins stood as tall as professional basketball
players this list of extensive and deeply researched amazing facts is sure to please 1h 40 minutes read updated april 22 2024
in 2018 the fact site celebrated its 10th birthday by publishing this list of 1 000 interesting facts that s right you didn t
misread here we have one thousand random and interesting facts about literally everything you could think of jack de graaf
24 minutes read updated february 17 2023 the smallest dinosaur ever discovered is called the microraptor and is only 16
inches long the world we live in is full of amazing facts you never knew some of these facts are common knowledge like never
eating yellow snow whilst some are rather unknown knowledge like the fact 1 in 1889 the queen of italy margherita savoy
ordered the first pizza delivery legend has it that she wanted to dine on something a commoner would eat 2 you can buy eel
flavored ice cream in want to be the expert the next time you play trivia just remember some of these fun facts from history to
science to the hilariously bizarre past profession of danny devito enjoy these fun facts that will have you destroying your
trivia competition in no time peruse the 99 interesting facts below to learn some of the most fascinating stories about humans
nature and life itself 1 in the rowdy days of the wild west a black lawman named bass reeves patrolled all 75 000 square
miles of indian territory his exploits were so daring that one historian believes that he inspired the lone ranger 2 95 fun facts
that will amaze you by karin lehnardt senior writer published august 19 2020 american flags left on the moon will
eventually get bleached white by the sun 23 while they are hibernating bears do not urinate their bodies convert waste into
protein 23 81 amazing facts that will change the way you see the world giedr� vai�iulaityt� community member 351 22
share advertisement human life facts are genuinely fascinating but have you ever thought how many random facts had been
accumulated throughout the history of our civilization probably thousands if not more want to dominate your weekly trivia
contest just looking to expand your knowledge with a variety of random facts we ve got you covered this article contains
113 interesting facts about topics ranging from outer space to history to pop culture 1 the loudest animal in the world is a
mere 2cm long prawn the pistol shrimp is capable of snapping its claw shut so rapidly that it creates a bubble which collapses
to produce a sonic blast louder than a concorde s sonic boom the shock wave can reach 230 decibels also louder than the
sound of a gunshot 8 a single cloud can weigh about 550 tons or more 9 believe it or not canadians eat more kraft macaroni
and cheese than americans like 55 more nurphoto nurphoto via getty images 10 earth flower facts 23 beautiful flower facts
by karin lehnardt senior writer published april 15 2022 10 fragrant flower facts the smallest flower in the world is the
wolffia globosa or duckweed it s the size of a grain of rice and the flower is in a small hole on the surface of the plant 20
content facts about musical theatre broadway basic facts musical theatre history facts speciality facts about musicals
the origins of musicals the most popular musicals the history and emergence of musical theatre and broadway shows are
truly incredible
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125 interesting facts random fun facts that will wow you Mar 26 2024 interesting facts you ll want to share with
everyone random fun facts catch us off guard in the best possible way they re unexpected or unusual bits of knowledge from
the worlds of science
135 amazing facts for people who like amazing facts Feb 25 2024 1 mister rogers always mentioned out loud that he was
feeding his fish fred mister rogers getty images gettyimages he did this because a young blind viewer once asked him to do so she
100 interesting facts to entertain adults and kids today Jan 24 2024 think 189 819 letters long then there are fun facts
that will remind you just how different and quirky people are all around the world doing things you wouldn t even think to
make up for
100 interesting facts everyone should know factretriever Dec 23 2023 from the weirdest animals on earth to the mysteries
of the big bang our list of interesting facts will make you the most fascinating person in the room
70 interesting fun facts to know in 2024 today Nov 22 2023 one world trade center in manhattan is the tallest building in
the western hemisphere at 1 776 feet according to the new york times the monterey pop festival in monterey california was the
77 amazing facts that will make you the most interesting Oct 21 2023 77 amazing facts that will make you the most
interesting person in the room by alec edited by john kuroski published august 30 2021 updated february 18 2022 love
learning about crazy coincidences and bizarre facts then read these amazing facts that will tickle your brain
100 amazing facts about absolutely everything best life Sep 20 2023 and the following 100 amazing facts are for them from
how big the world s largest plane is wider than two football fields to how tall prehistoric penguins stood as tall as
professional basketball players this list of extensive and deeply researched amazing facts is sure to please
1000 interesting facts about literally everything the fact site Aug 19 2023 1h 40 minutes read updated april 22 2024 in
2018 the fact site celebrated its 10th birthday by publishing this list of 1 000 interesting facts that s right you didn t
misread here we have one thousand random and interesting facts about literally everything you could think of
100 utterly amazing facts you never knew the fact site Jul 18 2023 jack de graaf 24 minutes read updated february 17 2023
the smallest dinosaur ever discovered is called the microraptor and is only 16 inches long the world we live in is full of
amazing facts you never knew some of these facts are common knowledge like never eating yellow snow whilst some are rather
unknown knowledge like the fact
50 awesome facts about everything mental floss Jun 17 2023 1 in 1889 the queen of italy margherita savoy ordered the
first pizza delivery legend has it that she wanted to dine on something a commoner would eat 2 you can buy eel flavored ice
cream in
99 interesting and fun facts that are perfect for trivia night May 16 2023 want to be the expert the next time you play
trivia just remember some of these fun facts from history to science to the hilariously bizarre past profession of danny devito
enjoy these fun facts that will have you destroying your trivia competition in no time
99 interesting facts that are as random as they are fun Apr 15 2023 peruse the 99 interesting facts below to learn some of
the most fascinating stories about humans nature and life itself 1 in the rowdy days of the wild west a black lawman named
bass reeves patrolled all 75 000 square miles of indian territory his exploits were so daring that one historian believes that
he inspired the lone ranger 2
95 fun facts everyone should know factretriever com Mar 14 2023 95 fun facts that will amaze you by karin lehnardt
senior writer published august 19 2020 american flags left on the moon will eventually get bleached white by the sun 23
while they are hibernating bears do not urinate their bodies convert waste into protein 23
81 amazing facts that will change the way you see the world Feb 13 2023 81 amazing facts that will change the way you
see the world giedr� vai�iulaityt� community member 351 22 share advertisement human life facts are genuinely fascinating
but have you ever thought how many random facts had been accumulated throughout the history of our civilization probably
thousands if not more
113 fun facts to amaze anyone you meet prepscholar Jan 12 2023 want to dominate your weekly trivia contest just looking
to expand your knowledge with a variety of random facts we ve got you covered this article contains 113 interesting facts
about topics ranging from outer space to history to pop culture
101 greatest animal facts that will blow your mind fact animal Dec 11 2022 1 the loudest animal in the world is a mere 2cm
long prawn the pistol shrimp is capable of snapping its claw shut so rapidly that it creates a bubble which collapses to
produce a sonic blast louder than a concorde s sonic boom the shock wave can reach 230 decibels also louder than the sound
of a gunshot
75 weird facts that are wild wacky and fun buzzfeed Nov 10 2022 8 a single cloud can weigh about 550 tons or more 9
believe it or not canadians eat more kraft macaroni and cheese than americans like 55 more nurphoto nurphoto via getty images
10
23 fabulous and fun flower facts factretriever com Oct 09 2022 earth flower facts 23 beautiful flower facts by karin
lehnardt senior writer published april 15 2022 10 fragrant flower facts the smallest flower in the world is the wolffia
globosa or duckweed it s the size of a grain of rice and the flower is in a small hole on the surface of the plant 20
47 fun and fabulous facts about musicals you should know Sep 08 2022 content facts about musical theatre broadway
basic facts musical theatre history facts speciality facts about musicals the origins of musicals the most popular musicals
the history and emergence of musical theatre and broadway shows are truly incredible
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